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Surge Arrestor Technology for
1,000kV Lines

*Yoshibumi Yamagata is with Tokyo Electric Power Company and Mikio Mochizuki and Shinji Ishibe are with the
Itami Works.

High-performance 1,000kV arrestors are indis-
pensable components in the coordination of
insulation for 1,000kV power transmission sys-
tems. During the development evolution toward
1,000kV arrestors over the past 20 years, dras-
tic improvements have been made in surge ar-
restor technology. This article describes
Mitsubishi Electric's development of a high-
performance zinc-oxide element and the
1,000kV arrestor in which the element is in-
corporated.

Background
With increasing urban power demand and the
trend to locate new power plants in remote ar-
eas, Japan’s power network is growing larger
and higher transmission voltages are being used.
Introduction of 1,000kV power transmission
technology is a key to providing a stable long-
term power supply to meet this demand. The
testing of substation equipment for 1,000kV
power systems began during 1995 at the Shin-
Haruna Substation UHV test yard of Tokyo Elec-
tric Power Company.

Full-scale development of this substation
equipment began in 1990, but R&D on zinc-
oxide (ZnO)elements suitable for 1,000kV surge
arrestors has been underway since the late
1970s. Economic considerations require that the
insulation margins of 1,000kV equipment be
reduced dramatically as compared to 500kV
equipment, and this must be accomplished
without sacrificing reliability. Fig. 1 shows the
arrestor protective level required to support the
1,000kV insulation design.

Development of Zinc-Oxide Elements
The elements that comprise a surge arrestor
consist of high-purity ZnO mixed with trace
amounts of other metallic oxides which are
formed and baked at temperatures upwards of
1,000°C. Fig. 2 shows the production process.
These elements have useful nonlinear voltage-
current characteristics, and can be stacked to
provided the desired operating characteristics.

As far back as 1978, the Central Research In-
stitute of the Electric Power Industry,
Meidensha Corporation and Mitsubishi Elec-

tric tested the switching surge absorption per-
formance of a 1/59 scale model of a 1,000kV
surge arrestor. The arrestor was designed using
state-of-the-art technology at the time, but the
protection level (i.e., residual voltage at a cur-
rent of 10kV) was still 20~30% higher than ac-
tually required. The UHV transmission working
group decided that test voltages for 1,000kV
equipment should be lower than would be sug-
gested by simply scaling up 500kV equipment.
Targets for three levels of protection, A, B and
C, were established. Level C, shown in Fig. 1,
is the most demanding level and the level to
which the 1,000kV arrestors reported here were
designed. Level A is 20% higher and level B
10% higher.

In simplest terms, the protection level can be
lowered by reducing the number of ZnO ele-
ments per stack, but this shortens the element
life due to the increased electrical stress. With

by Yoshibumi Yamagata, Mikio Mochizuki and Shinji Ishibe*

Fig. 1  Surge arrestor voltage-current
characteristics.

Fig. 2  The ZnO element production process.
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the manufacturing technologies available in
1978, an element life of 1 ~ 2 years was consid-
ered acceptable. Lower protection levels also
require arrestors to absorb the energy of switch-
ing surges associated with circuit breaker
activity and power-frequency temporary over-
voltage (TOV) associated with ground faults and
load disconnection. These surges cause large
arrestor currents and energy at lower protec-
tion levels.

By 1982, we had improved the ZnO element
characteristics enough to satisfy C-level pro-
tection requirements. These improvements
took place in three areas.

First, the element life was extended to a long,
stable operating life under voltage stress 10 ~
15% higher than previously possible. This was
achieved by incorporating glass-phase compo-
nents that stabilize the particle boundary lay-
ers.

Second, the energy capability per element was
extended 40 ~ 50% through changes in the par-
ticle-forming process that resulted in more
uniform element structure and current flow.

Third, 10% flatter voltage-current character-
istics were obtained by lowering the limiting
voltage that appears across the element con-
tacts at currents in the range of 5 ~ 20kA. Triva-
lent metal oxides such as Al2O3 were added to
improve electron mobility under high-current
conditions, the ZnO particle size was reduced
and sintering processes were optimized to in-
crease the potential barrier at the grain bound-
aries.

The arrestor elements we developed for
1,000kV use immediately found applications in
lower-voltage power systems. Beginning in
1984, Mitsubishi Electric worked with Tokyo
Electric Power Company to improve the pro-
tection level of 500kV arrestors. We developed
a high-performance arrestor with a 30% lower
protection level (Fig. 1) and the same element
voltage stress and energy duty as the planned
1,000kV arrestors. This allowed test voltages
to be lowered without sacrificing reliability,
which led to equipment size and cost reduc-
tions and paved the way for the development of
1,000kV arrestors. Table 1 lists the specifica-

Fig. 3  Construction of a 500kV high-performance
arrestor.

Table 1  Specifications of Original and High-Performance 500kV Arrestors

Category Original High-performance 1,000kV specifications

Type SF6 gas-insulated tank enclosure SF6 gas-insulated tank enclosure SF6 gas-insulated tank enclosure

Model MAH-TA MAU-TA MAU-TA

Rated voltage 420kV 420kV 826kV

Continuous operating voltage 550/  3kV rms 550/  3kV rms 1,100/  3kV rms

Nominal discharge current 10kA 10kA 20kA

Lightning impulse withstand voltage 1,550kV 1,425kV 2,250kV

V10kA 1,110kV or less 870kV or less 1,550kV or less

V20kA — — 1,620kV or less

JEC-217 surge (78µF JEC-217 surge (78µF Switching surge on 221µF
Switching surge capacitance, corresponding to capacitance, corresponding to  capacitance (corresponding to

a 200km transmission line) a 200km transmission line) a 250km transmission line)

Temporary overvoltage >7MJ (1.5 pu for 2s) >7MJ (1.5 pu for 0.2s) >55MJ (1.5 pu x 0.55s)

Dimensions (mm) 1,100 dia. x 3,300 1,018 dia. x 2,580 1,774 x 4,800

Weight (tons) 4.0 3.5 13

Relative volume 1.0 0.67 2.35
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a) Element arrangement in one 42kV section

tions of the high-performance 500kV arrestors
and Fig. 3 shows their construction.

1,000kV Arrestor Development
The 1,000kV arrestor needed to be double the
capability of the 500kV arrestor with a 12%
reduction in protection level. We achieved this
using elements equivalent to two 500kV arres-
tors arranged in four parallel stacks. Table 1 lists
the specifications, Fig. 4 shows the construc-
tion and Fig. 5 shows a photograph. The ele-
ments are organized as two 500kV units, each
consisting of ten 42kV sections stacked in se-
ries. Each section consists of four parallel 15-
element stacks.

An analysis of the 1,000kV power system led
to a TOV energy duty specification of 55MJ.
Fig. 6 shows the relationship between trans-
mission voltage and surge arrestor energy duty.
The switching surge energy duty requirement
is equal to or less than that on the high-perfor-
mance 500kV arrestors, however, the TOV en-
ergy duty is more than double that of the 500kV
arrestors. Since this severe duty is nearly at the
limit of the element energy capability, a major
point for developing 1,000kV arrestors was to
achieve an adequate margin for TOV duty. Two
innovations not found in 500kV-and-lower volt-
age arrestors made this possible.

First, the element arrangement was optimized
to ensure a more uniform distribution of TOV
duty. Because of the nonlinear voltage-current
characteristics of the arrestor elements, any
differences in the limiting voltage between the

b) Internal section
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Fig. 5  1,000kV arrestor.

Fig. 6  Surge arrestor energy capability as a
function of transmission voltage.

Fig. 4  Construction of the 1,000kV arrestor.

four parallel stacks would lead to a concentra-
tion of current in the stack with the lowest lim-
iting voltage and therefore nonuniform energy
duty. We eliminated these differences by mea-
suring the limiting voltage of each element and
selecting elements to create four stacks of nearly
identical limiting voltage. The voltage measure-
ment used is the drop across the element while
sustaining a current of 100A, which corresponds
to 400A through the complete arrestor.

To verify that this method would yield a uni-
form current distribution, we tested a 42kV
section like the one shown in Fig. 4 and mea-
sured the current through each stack. Table 2
shows the results. A maximum current varia-
tion of 0.5% was measured in stacks adjusted
for identical limiting voltages (case 1). A maxi-
mum current variation of 4.3% was measured
in stacks with 0.08% variation in limiting volt-
age (case 2). The measured values were close to
the numerical predictions of 0% for case 1 and
2.7% for case 2. These results led us to specify
0.15% variation for the 100A limiting voltage,

December 1996 · 3
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Fig. 7  Current uniformity testing of ZnO elements.

Table 2  Current Uniformity Test Results

Current waveform Peak current (A)
Peak current per stack (A)

Variation (%)
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

Case 1(0% predicted 498 125 124 125 124 0.4

 variation)
8/20µs 900 226 224 226 224 0.4

1,648 412 414 412 410 0.5

Case 2 (2.7% predicted 361 89 88 94 90 4.2
variation) 8/20µs 1,002 248 248 258 248 3.0

4,992 1,232 1,240 1,272 1,248 1.9
9,860 2,440 2,440 2,500 2,480 1.4

30/80µs 119 29 29 31 30 4.2
487 120 120 126 121 3.5
978 240 242 254 242 3.9

3,028 744 752 780 752 3.0

AC 189 46 47 49 47 3.7
441 108 109 115 109 4.3
728 179 181 189 179 3.8
867 213 216 225 213 3.8

Typical oscilloscope traces for 8/20µs current
waveform testing with 1,002A peak current

Current

Power
supply

Element stack

Current
transformer

Test circuit

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

Constant current supply Needle electrodes

Element

Voltmeter

Resistors
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Key

P = 1.3 ~ 1.7

P = 1.7 ~ 2.1

P = less than 1.3

b) Test circuit

a) Test equipment

c) Typical current ratio map

which computes to 5% variation in current, and
to specify the TOV capacity of the completed
arrestor assuming 10% current variation.
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Next, elements were screened based on uni-
formity testing. The chief cause of element
destruction during TOV duty is the thermal
stress associated with power dissipation. Non-
uniform current flow within an element will
cause heat concentrations that can lead to ele-
ment destruction at lower-than-expected energy
duty. We therefore tested each element and dis-
carded those exhibiting poor current uniformity.
The elements were screened just prior to elec-
trode mounting. A 20mA current was applied
to each element through 100 needle-like elec-
trodes and the current through each was mea-
sured to give a picture of the current flow
uniformity. Fig. 7 shows the testing unit, test
circuit and typical current distribution.

We also investigated the relationship between
current flow uniformity and energy capability.
We conducted destructive TOV testing, apply-
ing TOVs until the test element was destroyed,
and calculated the energy dissipation. Fig. 8
shows typical test data. Note that the selection
of elements was deliberately chosen to provide
a wide range of Pmax values. The largest Pmax
values occur in specially selected elements.

To screen the elements, we arrived at a uni-
formity index for each device by dividing the
current at each measurement point by the av-
erage current and taking the maximum value.

Fig. 9 shows a Weibull plot of TOV energy-
capability results obtained from testing the
screened elements. The plot shows that the
screened elements have a 15% margin over the
300J/cm3 capability required for an arrestor with
55MJ energy duty using four parallel stacks with
10% current variation.

The completed 1,000kV arrestors have been
qualified following earthquake-resistance test-
ing, transport testing, voltage stress testing, heat
cycle testing and other test items.

Fig. 9  Weibull plot of element energy capacities.

Mitsubishi Electric has been developing high-
performance ZnO element technologies for
1,000kV surge arrestors since the late 1970s.
Now that first-generation 1,000kV arrestors are
qualified for service, R&D is continuing with
the aim of developing smaller arrestors with
better performance for more economical and
reliable power transmission services. ❑
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A 1,000kV Transformer

by Eiichi Tamaki and Yoshibumi Yamagata*

*Eiichi Tamaki is with the Ako Works and Yoshibumi Yamagata is with Tokyo Electric Power Company.

To provide a stable power supply to meet the
increasing electrical demand through the 21st
century, Tokyo Electric Power Company
(TEPCO) is developing Japan’s first 1,000kV
transmission systems, and is currently testing
the performance, reliability, operation and
maintenance of 1,000kV equipment in a
1,000kV test field at its Shin-Haruna Substation.
Mitsubishi Electric has been developing a vari-
ety of 1,000kV substation equipment, and the
Ako Works produced a single-phase 1,000kV
shell-form transformer for qualification testing.
This article reports on the specifications, con-
struction, installation and testing of the
1,000kV transformer.

Specifications
Table 1 lists the basic transformer specifica-
tions. The 1,000kV transformer is a single-
phase, autotransformer with an on-load voltage
regulator (LVR) at the central point. Extensive
studies led to selection of the following specifi-
cations.

The primary and secondary bank capacities
of 3,000MVA were selected to satisfy maximum
transmission capacity. The tertiary capacity of
1,200MVA (40% of the primary and secondary
capacities) was selected as the maximum ca-
pacity to supply the apparent power required by

the 1,000kV transmission lines.
As a tertiary voltage rating of 63kV—the same

as 500kV transformers—would result in an ex-
cessively large current in a fault condition, a
147kV rating was selected so that the size of
the equipment connected to the tertiary wind-
ing would not have to be increased.

An impedance value of 18% was chosen in
consideration of maximum grid stability, sup-
pression of ground fault currents and economy
of transformer design.

Since 1,000kV substations will be constructed
in mountainous areas, all transformer compo-
nents will have to be transportable by rail and
oversized tractor-trailer. The main body of the
1,000kV transformer was divided into two units
to satisfy the transport limitations.

Two LVRs are provided, one for each unit.
A long-term AC withstand test voltage was

selected from a transient overvoltage analysis
of the fault conditions of future 1,000kV trans-
mission systems:

1.5E (1h)~ 3E (5 min)~1.5E(1h)
where E = 1,100/ 3kV, without partial discharge
during testing.

The lightning impulse withstand test volt-
age was determined by analyzing the transient
voltage levels in 1,000kV systems with high-
performance lightning arrestors; 1,950kV pri-
mary and 1,300kV secondary withstand voltages
were selected.

A noise level of 65 dB was specified to mini-
mize the environmental noise of the substa-
tion. This was achieved by surrounding the
transformer with an auxiliary sound barrier of
steel plate.

Construction
The 1,000kV transformer has twice the voltage
and twice the capacity of 500kV transformers,
which are the largest currently in use in Japan.
Space constraints in shipping and installation
require that the shipping dimensions be no
larger than that of a 500kV transformer. We
therefore chose to divide a one-phase trans-
former into two units, each unit having the
same capacity of a 500kV 1,500/3MVA trans-

Table 1  Basic Specifications

Type Shell-form single-phase autotransformer
with on-load voltage regulator

Rated capacity 3,000/3 MVA

Tertiary capacity 1,200/3 MVA

Rated primary voltage 1,050/ 3 kV
Rated secondary voltage 525/ 3 kV
Rated tertiary voltage 147kV

Tapping range 27 taps for voltages in the range of
986.6/ 3 ~ 1,133.6/ 3 kV

Test voltages Lightning impulse withstand voltage
Primary: 1,950kV  Secondary: 1,300kV
AC 1.5E (1hr)~  3E (5 min)~1.5E (1hr),
E = 1,100/ 3kV

Impedance 18%

Cooling method Forced-oil, forced-air

Noise level 65dB

6 · Mitsubishi Electric ADVANCE
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former. The two units are designed to be con-
nected in parallel by a T-type connection duct
with an oil-gas bushing.

The 1,000kV transformer must withstand
twice the voltage of a 500kV transformer and
tolerate the minimal insulation distances ab-
solutely necessary to meet transport limita-
tions. This was achieved by designing the coil
arrangement and insulation construction to re-
duce the electrical field concentrations, and by
arranging numerous barriers to suitably divide
the oil space. Cleaner manufacturing processes
were also used, thus reducing the particle con-
tent in the transformer oil contributing to wider
insulation margins.

Since the insulation of the 1,000kV leads
would be unacceptably large if only insulating
paper were used, a multilayer barrier is also
applied to reduce the insulation clearance from

Rail transport limitations

Shipping cover

Winding

Core

3,100mm
3,

10
0m

m

Fig. 1  Rail transport constraints.

the lead to the tank.
Fig. 1 shows the rail transport limitations,

Fig. 2 the two-unit construction, and Fig. 3 the
wiring connection diagram.

Manufacture and Testing
Full-size models of the winding insulation, lead
insulation and a prototype transformer were
tested to establish 1,000kV equipment technolo-
gies. A 1,000kV, 3,000/3MVA transformer for
TEPCO was manufactured following the

1,000kV technologies. All manufacturing pro-
cesses from component production upward were
reviewed from the standpoint of cleanliness, and
cleaner technologies were introduced.

The completed transformer passed routine
tests, an extreme temperature-rise test, an in-
sulation withstand test, a static-electricification
test and trial docking of the two-unit assembly.

Shipping and Assembly
The cooling unit, conservator and other exter-

Fig. 2  Transformer construction.

1,000kV oil-gas bushing

Main unit

Cooling unit

Conservator
Sound barrier

On-load voltage regulator

500kV GIB

147kV duct

1,000kV line lead

Core
Winding
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nal components were removed, and the trans-
former units were filled with a low dew-point
gas for the approximately 1,000km trip by ship,
rail and trailer to the installation site. The ship-
ping weight was about 200 tons, and shipping
dimensions were about 3m in width, 4m in
height and 8m in length.

Fig. 4 shows the unit docking procedure. The
units were moved over slide rails onto a com-
mon base frame (Fig. 4a and 4b), and then posi-
tioned on the base by locators attached at the
factory. The shipping cover for unit 1 was then
removed, and the upper tank of unit 1 attached
(Fig. 4c). The ducts were then attached using
the locating pins mounted at the factory (Fig.
4d). The upper tank of unit 2 was then mounted,
and unit 2 connected to the ducts using the
locating pins (Fig. 4e).

The primary and secondary leads were joined
to the T-duct leads, and the multilayer barrier
insulation applied for the lead connection
points.
The same clean procedures and thorough quality
control management as that used in factory
assembly were maintained during the
attachment of external components and filling

MTR1 MTR2

U

u

1a 1b 1x 2x 2b 2a

b a
K K
13
11
9
7
5
3
1

13
11
9
7
5
3
1

LVR1 LVR2
VKey

MTR Main transformer
LVR On-load voltage regulator

Fig. 3  1,000kV transformer wiring connection
diagram.

Fig. 4  Unit docking procedure.

b) Positioning the units d) Attaching the connection ducts

a) Installing the
mounting base e) Installing the upper tank of unit 2

Mounting base

Rails
c) Attaching the upper tank of unit 1

Shipping covers

Unit 2

Unit 1

Gauge stoppers

Upper tank of unit Unit 1

Unit 2

Locating pins

500kV T-type
connection duct

Locating pins

Unit 2

Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 1 1,000kV T-type
connection duct

Locating pin
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Fig. 5  The 1,000kV transformer installed on site.

ers is a tangible reality. Through the above-
mentioned tests, the long-term reliability of the
transformers will be established over two years.
The 1,000kV transformer development, manu-
facture, transport and assembly technologies
can also be applied to improve the quality of
500kV-and-lower voltage transformers. ❑

of the transformer oil.
The assembled transformers were checked for

transformer ratio, polarity, winding resistance,
impedance and insulation resistance. No prob-
lems developed throughout design, manufac-
ture, shipping and assembly. Fig. 5 shows a
photo of the completely assembled transformer.

Qualification Testing
The primary, secondary and tertiary terminals
of the 1,000kV transformer were connected to
the gas-insulated bus, and then each 1,000kV
transformer was connected, in a three-phase
configuration.

The secondary terminal was connected to an
actual grid, and the primary opened. The tem-
perature-rise test was conducted under the con-
dition of partial shutdown of cooling equipment
by using the tap difference between the two
LVRs for units 1 and 2.

An inrush test was conducted by switching a
circuit breaker connected to a 500kV line.

In the static-electrification test, the leakage
current was measured at the neutral terminal
with all cooling equipment running. The leak-
age current was sufficiently small.

Now that a 1,000kV transformer for long-term
energized field testing has been manufactured
and tested, commercial use of these transform-

December 1996 · 9
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Development of a 1,000kV SF6 Gas
Circuit Breaker

by Takashi Yonezawa, Tsutomu Sugiyama and Mikio Hidaka*

*Takashi Yonezawa, Tsutomu Sugiyama and Mikio Hidaka are with the Itami Works.

1,000kV power transmission lines require
overvoltage protection so that insulation re-
quirements can be held to reasonable levels.
Mitsubishi Electric has developed 1,000kV gas
circuit breakers (GCBs) to keep switching surge
levels low enough so that ground fault surges
do not rise above the maximum suppressible
level of 1.6~1.7 per unit (pu). The new GCBs
control closing surges using a resistance cre-
ation method similar to that developed for the
corporation’s 550kV GCBs and prevent open-
ing surges with a newly developed resistance
interruption method. New technologies for the
resistance-interruption GCB include resistance
interrupters, a resistor array 15 times larger than
that in 550kV GCBs, and a delayed operation
function to open the resistance interrupters at
a specified interval after the main interrupters
open.

Development
 The development team faced two major issues.
The first issue was to maintain reliability in
the largest and heaviest interruption equipment
ever developed, including a breaker unit with
the world’s largest capacity to date, and a hy-
draulic operating mechanism specially devel-
oped for operating the main interrupters.

The second was to develop new technologies
for resistance creation and resistance interrup-
tion. Fig. 1 shows the operating sequence and
Table 1 lists the ratings for the 1,000kV GCB.
Two operating mechanisms for the main and
resistance interrupters are used, and a new de-
layed operation function was developed so that
the resistance interrupters open after the main
interrupters.

Another development issue was to design the
breaker, resistor array and other elements as
independent units that could be easily as-
sembled, and to raise assembly reliability by
eliminating the need for adjustments after the
units are united inside the enclosure.

Features
Fig. 2 shows the internal construction. The
enclosure diameter was reduced by placing the
main and resistance interrupters (two sets each)

Resistor contact
position

Closed position

Open position

Open
time

Contact
commands
Open
command
Close
command

(30~35ms)

Closing time
(30~35ms)

Resistor
insert time

(10ms)

Delay in resistance contact separation

Rated voltage 1,100kV

Rated current 8kA

Rated interrupt current 50kA

Rated interrupt time 2 cycles

Rated fluid
operating pressure

31.5MPa (hydraulic)

Rated SF6 gas pressure 0.6MPa

Resistance 700 ohms (operating and closing)

No. of breaks 2

Fig. 1 Operation sequence.

Insulating
spacer

Resistance
interrupters

Main
interrupters

Nozzle

Puffer cylinder
Capacitor between contacts

Enclosure
Resistor unit

Oil pump

Operating mechanism for
resistance interrupter

Operating mechanism for main
interrupter and delay control circuit

Insulating operation rod
Main circuit
conductor

Accumulator

Fig. 2 Construction.

Table 1 Ratings

in parallel at the enclosure center with resis-
tors at either end. We minimized the transfer
of mechanical stress from the resistors to the
interrupter by mounting the resistor units on
specially-developed large-diameter insulators

Table 1 Ratings
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attached to the ends of the enclosure. The tulip
contacts of the main and resistance interrupt-
ers are used to make adjustment-free connec-
tions between the resistor units and the
interrupt unit, which eliminates all adjust-
ments inside the enclosure. Fig. 3 shows a
resistor unit and the interrupt unit.

The main contacts open at a speed just 30%
faster than the two sets of main contacts used
in the 550kV GCB. The speed was kept down
by using a long Laval nozzle designed to main-
tain the hot-gas flow in a cohesive stream at
high flow rates, and by optimizing the puffer
cylinder diameter for maximum flow rate. The
main interrupters had already been qualified in
a 550kV, 63kA, one-break GCB.

The resistance interrupters require excellent
dielectric recovery characteristics. With a maxi-
mum interrupting current of 2kA under out-of-
phase breaking, the duty of the resistor contacts
is considerably less than the main interrupters,
however, the transient recovery voltage reaches
a rate-of-rise of 3kV/µs during terminal fault
breaking, and the peak voltage reaches 2,515kV
during small capacitive current breaking—de-
mands similar to those on the main interrupt-
ers.

For these reasons, we selected the same high
breaking speed used for the main interrupters,
and developed and qualified a new interrupt
technology employing the small-diameter puffer
of a 72kV GCB with a rotary arc drive effect
achieved by permanent magnets.

The resistors typically dissipate 145MJ of
energy from O to BO (i.e., terminal fault break-

ing to out-of-phase creation and breaking). This
is 15 times the power dissipated during resis-
tance creation of a 550kV GCB, and the large
size of these resistors is a major factor in the
size increase required for the 1,000kV GCB.

Fig. 4 shows the resistor configuration. The
resistors are placed around the conductor con-
nected to the main interrupters; with three re-
sistors connected in series to form one block,
and eight blocks connected in parallel. This con-
figuration ensures adequate insulation between
the resistor elements and between the resistor
blocks while occupying minimum space.

The hydraulic operating mechanism for the
main interrupters uses a new design to provide
the necessary output, which is double the out-
put required of the 550kV GCB operating
mechanism. The operating mechanism for the
resistance interrupters is the same one proven
for 300kV GCBs. A hydraulic pressure stabili-
zation mechanism prevents variations except
momentarily during contact closing and open-
ing.

b) Interrupt unita) Resistor unit

Fig. 4 Resistor configuration.

Fig. 3 Components.

~~ ~~
Block 1 Resistor

C
CC

C
BB

B B

A
AA

A

AA
AA

B B

BB

CC
C C

Main circuit
conductor

A
B

C
Block 1

Block 8

Block 2

Resistance
interrupter

Main
interrupter

a) Physi cal  layout b)  C ircui t (for one break)
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The two operating mechanisms operate with
a delay when the contacts open and simulta-
neously when the contacts close. This func-
tion is implemented using hydraulic circuits
for reliability. When the piston of the operating
mechanism for the main interrupters reaches a
breaking point, the dashpot pressure is detected,
activating a delay control valve that triggers the
operating mechanism for the resistance inter-
rupters. Fig. 5 shows the relevant parts of the
hydraulic circuit.

Verification Test
The basic performance parameters of the
1,000kV GCB have been qualified and the equip-
ment approved for practical application.

PERFORMANCE AT EXTREME TEMPERATURES. To
confirm that proper opening and closing perfor-
mance is maintained at extreme temperatures,
the GCB was placed in a large environment-
controlled testing room and operated at tem-
peratures from −30°C to +60°C. Fig. 6 shows
that the change in opening times was negligible.
The delay time of the contact separation in the

opening operation of the resistance interrupter
remained within the stable range of 32~33ms,
confirming that the hydraulic delay circuitry is
sufficiently immune to temperature-induced
variations in the viscosity of the hydraulic fluid.

INTERRUPT PERFORMANCE. Limits of the test ap-
paratus prohibited testing of the entire inter-

Fig. 6 Opening characteristics vs. ambient
temperature.

~~ ~ ~

Delay in resistance contact separation
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Temperature (°C)
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OPERATING MECHANISM FOR RESISTANCE INTERRUPTER

Resistance interrupter

Link pin

Link

Oil pressure piston

Secondary piston
Oil release valve

Delay control valve

Oil release
valve

Pilot chamber
for oil release
valve

Oil feed
amplifier valve

Oil feed
valve

Accumulator

Orifice 2 Stage 2 oil release
amplifier valve

Oil feed valve
OPERATING MECHANISM FOR MAIN INTERRUPTER

Main interrupter

Link pin

Link
Secondary
piston

High pressure Low pressure
Stage 2 oil feed
amplifier valve

Pilot chamber for
oil release

Oil pressure piston

Oil release
amplifier valve

Oil pressure
control route

Pilot chamber for Stage 2 oil release amplifier valve

Trip
coilSolenoid valve

Ofifice 1

Stage 1 oil release amplifier valve

Stage 1 oil feed amplifier valve

Pilot chamber for Stage 1 oil
release amplifier valve

Fig. 5 Hydraulic operating mechanism and the hydraulic control circuit.
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Fig. 8 Full-pole interruption test.

Fig. 7 Waveforms during terminal fault test for
main interrupter.

Voltage

Current

Voltage supply current

Current supply voltage

Generator voltage

Close control current
Open control
current

Transient recovery voltage over 100µs
u1 = 560.9kV t2 = 638.2µs
t1 = 253.2µs uc = 815.9kV
u1/t1 = 2.2kV/µs

50ms

52.6kA x 2√2 (4% DC) 92.2kA 50.7kA x 2√2
(14% DC)

14.5kA

ruption process at once; however, selected in-
tervals and parameters of the interruption pro-
cess were tested in a multipart testing regime
that covers the entire process and gives a clear
picture of GCB structural and functional be-
haviors.

The main interrupters were tested up to the
peak transient recovery voltage (TRV) with the
resistors mounted normally (terminal fault du-
ties 4 and 5), then with the resistors discon-
nected to allow a higher recovery voltage to be
applied to the main interrupter. Fig. 7 shows
waveforms for a typical qualification test dur-
ing the terminal fault duty 4 test series with
the resistors connected at up to the peak TRV.

The resistance interrupters were qualified for
thermal and dielectric characteristics.

To check the insulation performance between
the exterior environment and the enclosure,
full-pole interruption tests were carried out at
terminal fault duties of 4 and 5 for the main
interrupters, thus causing maximum TRV (Fig.
8).

The 1,000kV GCB was installed at the Shin-
Haruna UHV Equipment Test Station of Tokyo
Electric Power Company in 1994. Long-term
voltage and current tests began in 1995 and are
still underway. ❑
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1,000kV Gas-Insulated Switchgear

by Takayuki Kobayashi, Hiroshi Yamamoto and Kenji Sasamori*

*Takayuki Kobayashi is with Tokyo Electric Power Company, and Hiroshi Yamamoto and Kenji Sasamori are with
the Itami Works.

Voltage 500kV 1,000kV

Ratings Rated Min. Rated Min.

Circuit breaker, high-
0.5 0.4 0.6 0.5

speed ground switch

Other equipment 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.35

Table 1 Gas Pressure (MPa)Mitsubishi Electric has successfully suppressed
switching surges and lowered the required light-
ning impulse withstand voltage in 1,000kV gas-
insulated switchgear (GIS), allowing the
reduction of equipment dimensions. A high-
speed ground switch supports high-speed
reclosing operations, and other steps have been
taken to improve grid protection and increase
reliability. The equipment is undergoing quali-
fication testing at the Shin-Haruna Substation
of Tokyo Electric Power Company.

Major Features
The design of this 1,000kV GIS is based on the
corporation’s proven successes with its long-
running 500kV equipment.

REDUCED LIGHTNING IMPULSE WITHSTAND VOLT-
AGE. A high-performance lighting arrestor re-
duces the required lightning impulse withstand
voltage. This eases the insulation requirements,
permitting a substantial reduction in equipment
size.

Interrupt surge voltages, which do not im-
pact the insulation design of the 500kV GIS,
become significant factors at 1,000kV. We mini-
mized these surges by developing resistance-
interruption technology.

HIGHT-SPEED GROUND SWITCH. High-speed
multiphase reclosing within a second window
is needed to maintain grid stability when a trans-
mission line ground fault occurs. Ground faults
in a 1,000kV system induce secondary arcs in
healthy phases that current reclosure systems
cannot extinguish within the required period.
A high-speed ground switch was developed to
solve this problem. The switch closes and opens
while the circuit breaker is reclosing so that
the secondary arc is positively extinguished.

SIZE REDUCTION. Table 1 lists the rated and mini-
mum gas pressures for guaranteed operation of
the various equipment. The circuit breaker and
high-speed ground switch employ the 0.6MPa
pressure used in single-point 500kV gas circuit
breakers. The other equipment employs the
0.4MPa pressure used in other 500kV switch-

gear. The minimum pressure for guaranteed
operation in this equipment has been raised
from 0.3MPa to 0.35MPa to permit higher elec-
tric field strengths and a more compact equip-
ment design.

IMPROVED RELIABILITY. Free metal particles in
the enclosure pose a much greater problem in
1,000kV equipment due to the high operating
stresses involved. We used a dielectric coating
on the inner surface of the enclosure that raises
the allowable electric field strength on the sur-
face and suppresses the movement of metal par-
ticles, thus permitting a smaller enclosure
diameter.

LINEAR-COUPLED CURRENT TRANSFORMER. Fault
currents in 1,000kV systems will cause core-
type current transformers to saturate because
the time constant of the DC component of the
fault current is larger than that in 500kV equip-
ment. The linear-coupled current transformers
we employed for 1,000kV bus protection are im-
mune to saturation.

OPTICAL VOLTAGE TRANSDUCER. Optical poten-
tial devices are used in place of previous wind-
ing-type voltage transducers because they are
smaller, less expensive, have a simpler relay
interface and match well with the fiberoptic
LAN-based digital control and protection sys-
tem.

Equipment
Table 2 lists the switchgear specifications, Fig.
1 shows the construction, and Fig. 2 is a photo
of the equipment as installed at the Shin-Haruna
Substation.

CIRCUIT BREAKER. The puffer cylinder diameter
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TECHNICAL REPORTS

connected in parallel to handle the greater en-
ergy duty.

Hydraulically driven operating mechanisms
operate the main and resistance interrupters.
The delay required in opening the resistance
interrupters is provided by the hydraulic cir-
cuit, which is designed to keep the delay time
variations within a couple of milliseconds.

and stroke have been optimized and the nozzle
configuration improved, making it possible to
achieve sufficient performance from two series-
connected 500kV interrupters.

The resistance creation method developed for
500kV gas-circuit breakers is now comple-
mented by a resistance interruption method.
The 700Ω interrupters are the same type used
in the 500kV equipment, with eight elements

Table 2 Specifications of 1,000kV GIS

All equipment

Rated voltage 1,100kV

Rated current 8,000A outside of bank circuit 2,000A in bank circuit

Short-time withstand current 50kA, 2s

Lightning impulse withstand voltage 2,250kV

Power frequency withstand voltage 1.5E x 30m −   3 x 1m − 1.5E x 30m (E=1,100/  3kV)

Rated gas pressure 0.6MPa in GCB, HSGS, 0.4Mpa in other equipment (at 20°C)

Gas-circuit breakers

Rated breaking current 50kA

Rated operating sequence Standard O − θ − CO − 1m − CO (θ = 1s)

Operating mechanism Hydraulic

No. of breaks 2

Break/make system Resistance interruption, resistance creation (700Ω)

Surge control system Resistance insertion (500Ω)

Interrupters Loop current switching 8,000A

Operating mechanism Motor-charged spring

Earth switches
Line-charging current switching 50kV, 40A electrostatic, 70kV, 1,000A electromagnetic

Operating mechanism Motor-charged spring

Line-charging current breaking 1,200A electrostatic, 7,000A electromagnetic

High-speed ground switches Rated operating sequence C − θ − O (θ = 0.5s)

Operating mechanism Hydraulic

Insulated bus Rated current 8,000A outside of bank circuit 2,000A in bank circuit

Rated voltage 826kV

Surge arresters Protection level 1,620kV, 20kA

Energy absorption capability 55MJ

Current transformers
Type Core type Linear-coupled type

Accuracy class Class 1.0 1.0%

Voltage transformers
Type Optical potential device

Accuracy class Class 1.0

Bushings
Type Gas bushing

Pollution withstand voltage 762kV

Table 2 Specifications of 1,000kV GIS

Fig. 1 The construction of 1,000kV gas-insulated switchgear.

Ground switch Interrupter

Removable
joint

Current transformer
(for monitoring)

Circuit breaker

Current transformer
(for monitoring)

Interrupter Ground switch

Bus Flexible joint

Removable
joint

Gas bushing

Flexible joint High-speed ground switch
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INTERRUPTER. Fig. 3 shows a diagram of the in-
terrupter. Like its 500kV predecessor, the fixed
interrupt and moving interrupt mechanisms are

supported by space-efficient insulating spacers.
Use of a rotary-drive insulated operating rod per-
mits a compact, upright design that can be trans-

Fig. 2 A photograph of 1,000kV GIS installation.

Fig. 3 Interrupter construction.

a) Section at A

b) Cross section

Insulated operating rod

Insulating spacer Electrode for moving contact

Moving contact

Shield

Insulating support

Resistance interrupter

Ground switch

Moving contact

Stationary contact
Electrode for
stationary contact
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TECHNICAL REPORTS

ported as a single unit.
The surge-suppression interrupter is made of

the same carbon ceramic element used in the
circuit breaker (Fig. 4). The simple cylindrical
shape allows manufacture by simpler, more
stable processes. The contacts for the inter-
rupter are grouped on the side where the inter-
rupter is fixed. This space-saving configuration
contributes to a smaller enclosure diameter.

Table 3 lists the duty of the surge-suppres-
sion interrupter. While the energy duty is small
at 25kJ, the 1,700kV withstand voltage is high,
and this voltage must be withstood repeatedly.
Various interrupter models were tested to ar-
rive at a design capable of enduring 2,000 surges
without destruction or resistance change. The

Table 3 Surge- Suppression Interrupter Duty
Withstand voltage 1,700kV

Energy duty Open 10kJ

Close 15kJ

Close, open 25kJ

interrupter elements are approximately 1m
long, and four elements are connected in paral-
lel.

The contacts have been designed with an elec-
trical field distribution so that a reclosing arc
forms between the moving contact and the in-
terrupter shield.

HIGH-SPEED GROUND SWITCH. Fig. 5 shows the
construction of the high-speed ground switch.
To save space, the fixed contact has been placed
on the main horizontal conductor leading to
the circuit breaker with the moving contact
directly below. A hydraulic operating mecha-
nism placed below the contacts drives the high-
speed opening and closing action.

The high-speed ground switch breaks the line
charging current after the circuit breaker opens
for a single-line ground fault. Furthermore, if
another phase fault should occur while the high-
speed ground switch is operating, the switch is
designed to interrupt the no-zero-passage cur-
rents for 80ms.

In puffer-type interrupters, the puffer pressure
is usually highest while the contacts are open-
ing, and falls quickly after the contacts are fully
open. However in this application, interrupt-
ing the long arc caused by a no-zero-passage
current requires a longer puff time, which ne-
cessitates an increased puffer dead volume af-
ter the contacts open, and that the puffer
pressure should drop more gradually.

Fig. 6 shows that the dead volume needs to be
increased nine times to ensure a puff time of at

Fig. 4 Surge-suppression interrupter construction.

Carbon-loaded ceramic resistor

Epoxy coating

36.5mm dia.

50mm dia.

Fig. 5  High-speed ground switch construction.
a) Cross section

b) Detail of contact
mechanism

Closed
position

Open position

Fig. 6 Effective break time vs. relative dead
volume of puffer cylinder.
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Fig. 7 Jumping distance of particles on the
enclosure’s inner surface. The test particles
are 3mm long and 0.2mm in diameter.

least 80ms. We achieved this by doubling the
puffer cylinder diameter.

Large surges can appear in the ground con-
ductor if secondary arcs accompany high-speed
ground switch opening or closing. We mini-
mized this likelihood by improving the insula-
tion performance of the insulating spacers, and
by arranging plural grounding plates to short
the ground terminal to the enclosure, which
prevents a rise in the ground conductor poten-
tial.

We verified the efficacy of this design by test-
ing it at 640kV to simulate a transient recovery
voltage during the interruption of an electro-
magnetic induction current. No practical prob-
lems arose. Some 40% of the applied voltage
(240kV) appeared between the ground conduc-
tor and enclosure, and 5% (32kV) between the
ground terminal and enclosure.

BUS INSULATION. We applied a dielectric coat-
ing to the inner surface of the enclosure to sup-
press the removal stress caused by the metal
particles on the conductor. This allows the elec-
tric field strength on the inner surface of the
enclosure to be boosted from the 0.9kV/mm
value in 500kV equipment up to 1.2kV/mm (Fig.
7), with the result that the busbar enclosure
diameter could be reduced to 900mm (Fig. 8.)
The GIS was designed to tolerate the presence
of metal particles in the enclosure up to 3mm
long and 0.2mm in diameter.

EXTENDED INSULATOR TESTING. High electric
fields can potentially damage insulators over
time, so we conducted long-term testing at com-
mercial power supply frequencies on sample in-
sulators. We found that degradation was
negligible at field strengths of 12kV/mm or less,

Inner enclosure suface
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(30µm dielectric)
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Fig. 8  Parameters influencing gas-insulated bus
design.

indicating a substantial margin for tighter de-
sign standards. We therefore chose to boost the
allowable stress on insulating spacers by 20%.

A conservative approach based on technologies
proven at 500kV has enabled Mitsubishi Elec-
tric to develop 1,000kV gas-insulated switchgear
with assured performance for the next genera-
tion of high-capacity low-loss power-transmis-
sion systems. ❑
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A Protection and Control System for
1,000kV Power Transmission

*Takayuki Matsuda is with Tokyo Electric Power Company, Shin’ichi Azuma with the Power & Industrial Systems
Center and Masaji Usui with the Power System & Transmission Engineering Center.

Mitsubishi Electric participated in the joint
development of a 1,000kV protection and con-
trol system, which is undergoing qualification
testing at the Shin-Haruna Substation of To-
kyo Electric Power Company. The transmission
line protection system features an improved
charging current compensation system and
newly developed multiphase reclosing with
high-speed grounding and arc suppression tech-
nology. The busbar protection system features
the application of a linear-coupled current trans-
former, and transformer protection includes a
newly developed current comparison relay.

Configuration
A number of protection and control issues must
be solved before future 1,000kV power trans-
mission systems can enter routine service. Due
to the increased charging current and larger di-
ameter of the transmission-line conductor,
faults result in the generation of transients with
low-order harmonic numbers, AC overvoltage

by Takayuki Matsuda, Shin’ichi Azuma and Masaji Usui*

conditions and longer DC transients. Tokyo
Electric Power Company, Mitsubishi Electric
and two other electrical equipment manufac-
turers have jointly developed a protection and
control system for 1,000kV lines that addresses
these issues.

Fig. 1 shows a photo of the system, which is
housed in two 2,990mm-wide cubicles. Fig. 2
shows a diagram of the system configuration.

Fig. 1 Outdoor cubicles housing a 1,000kV
substation protection and control system.

Fig. 2 System configuration.
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Transmission
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DAC Data acquisition and control
unit
SC Optical star coupler
OSU Operating support unit
CB Circuit breaker
LC Linear coupler
HSGS High-speed ground switch

BPT Busbar protection scheme bay unit
LP Line protection scheme
TP Transformer protection scheme
OVP AC overvoltage protection scheme
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ity for fault detection.
Due to the system’s increased charge capacity,

large induced voltages from unfaulted phases can
delay suppression of secondary arcs in the dead
time during high-speed automatic reclosing, and
prevent reclosing within the required one-second
interval. We solved this problem by inserting high-
speed ground switches in the power system.
Switches on each end of the faulted phase acti-
vate immediately after the circuit breaker opens,
extinguishing the secondary arc. The switches
are then opened and the circuit breaker reclosed.
Fig. 3 shows oscilloscope traces from a reclosing
test conducted at the factory site. In this case, a
fault in phase ‘a’ extends to phase ‘b’. Both phases
independently trip and reclose.

BUS PROTECTION. Fault currents in 1,000kV sys-
tems result in DC transients of a long duration
that saturate core-type current transformers and
lead to misoperation of current-differential re-
lays. We therefore changed over to linear-
coupled current transformers that do not
saturate. We chose a high secondary impedance
since linear-coupled current transformers have
the same permeability as air and excitation
impedance is low.

The secondary output of these transformers
is proportional to the primary current and satu-
ration does not occur. The secondary circuit
does not open at abnormally high voltages like
the core-type circuit. There is a trade-off, how-
ever, since the magnitude of harmonic current
components in the output increases proportion-
ally with harmonic order. Because the output
is dependent on the differential of the primary
current, the secondary voltage is proportional
to the frequency and the phase advances by 90°.

We simulated the fault current waveform for
a power system that is prone to harmonic gen-
eration, and verified the correct relay response.
We triggered a fault on a model transmission
line and found the correct relay response against
low-order harmonics. Finally, we connected a
field specification linear-coupled current trans-
former, and verified the relay operation using a
short-circuit generator to simulate internal and
external faults.

Mitsubishi Electric oversaw development of the
transformer cubicle, which includes 1,000kV
transmission protection, busbar protection,
transformer protection, AC overvoltage protec-
tion, a data acquisition and control unit, and
the signal processing unit of the optical voltage
transformer.

In the busbar protection system, a fiberoptic
LAN connects the master units and the bay
units of each manufacturer. The master units
perform a protective function while the bay
units monitor the current transformer outputs
and switch conditions, and execute circuit-
breaker trip functions.

In the control system, a fiberoptic LAN links
the control terminals of each manufacturer, op-
eration support units and the automatic oscillo-
scope. The system supports equipment control,
equipment status monitoring, instrumentation
and fault indication functions.

Optical PCM communications between the
protection and control systems support relay set-
ting, switching control and alarm indications.

Features

TRANSMISSION-LINE PROTECTION. The lower fault-
detection sensitivity associated with increased
transmission-line charging current has been ad-
dressed by improved charging current compensa-
tion for the current differential relays. More
sophisticated reclosing functions have also been
developed.

In charging current compensation schemes to
date, the voltages at individual terminals are used
to calculate the charging currents between them,
and 100% of these values are used for compensa-
tion. In such schemes, the maximum per phase
error current is 1.5 times the transmission-line
charging current in the case of open-circuit fault-
ing of a voltage transformer secondary circuit;
therefore, the sensitivity of the current differen-
tial relay must be decreased to prevent
misoperation in 1,000kV systems. We success-
fully halved the error by transmitting the local
current data with a 50% compensation of the
charging current using local voltage data to the
remote terminal, thereby satisfying the sensitiv-
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TRANSFORMER PROTECTION. Successful trans-
former protection in 1,000kV systems requires
a method to distinguish transformer faults,
which have strong low-order harmonics, from
excitation inrush currents, and to adjust to the
proportionally lower transformer fault currents
to higher system voltage and transformer ca-
pacity. We addressed these issues by placing cur-
rent comparison relays between the enclosures
and current differential relays between the
transformer primary, secondary and neutral
points. Fig. 4 shows the configuration of a
1,000kV transformer and the current trans-
former arrangement that protects it.

When phase faults occur in the series, shunt
or tertiary windings, an imbalance occurs in
the current between the two enclosures. Since
normal loads and excitation inrush currents are
well balanced, faults are identified by compar-
ing the currents in the parallel windings. This
method also offers enhanced sensitivity.

When ground faults occur, a current differen-
tial appears in the normally zero sum of the
primary, secondary and neutral-point currents.
This provides high sensitivity for ground fault-
ing.

An excitation current flowing through the

tertiary delta circuit and a terminal short are
signs of a fault between phases. Current differ-
ential protection is therefore placed on the ter-
tiary delta circuit.

We manufactured a scale model of the
1,000kV transformer and verified the protection
functions on a model transmission line. Simu-
lated inrush currents associated with the clo-
sure of primary or secondary circuit breakers
failed to cause spurious operation. We also failed
to induce spurious operation by varying the
enclosure connect timing, as well as varying
the excitation current by about 30% to create
an unbalanced inrush current.

AC OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION. We qualified a
lightning arrestor discharge current detection
algorithm and high-speed transfer trip function
that are used to provide AC overvoltage protec-
tion.

The lightning arrestor discharge current is
detected at the local terminal in which the cir-
cuit breaker is open, and the status informa-
tion is transferred to the remote terminal. The
circuit breaker executes a high-speed trip at the
remote terminal when an overvoltage fault is
detected.

Fig. 3 Oscillograph of multiphase reclosing in high-speed grounding and arc-suppressing system.
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The main relay operates when the cumula-
tive current through the lightning arrestor ex-
ceeds a specified threshold, and operates
instantaneously when a high overcurrent is
detected.

The lightning arrestor discharge waveform is
triangular, and the relay operating value is de-
termined by the average current corresponding
to a triangular waveform with a 2ms base.

The time from overvoltage to arrestor destruc-
tion is minimum when the load disconnect
overvoltage causes a flashover and a voltage rise
in the unfaulted phases. Since arrestor destruc-
tion will occur at 90ms after a ground fault,
the line circuit breaker must operate within
about 80ms.

Power system protection equipment must op-
erate to protect the system from damage due to
a variety of fault conditions and maintain ser-
vices with minimum interruption. The system
described here meets these requirements within
the stricter performance constraints of 1,000kV
power systems. ❑

Fig. 4 Configuration of a 1,000kV transformer and the current transformer arrangement for its protection.
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Simulation Technology for 1,000kV
Power Systems

by Koichirou Ikebe, Tetsuro Shimomura and Dr. Isao Iyoda*

*Koichirou Ikebe is with Tokyo Electric Power Company, Tetsuro Shimomura is with the Itami Works and
Dr. Isao Iyoda with the Power System & Transmission Engineering Center.

New simulation technologies are required to
understand the behavior of 1,000kV power sys-
tems and to guide the development of 1,000kV
equipment. This article reports two related
items: an efficient simulation method for evalu-
ating the unbalanced voltage and current con-
ditions that occur in non-transposed
transmission lines, and a new modeling method
that can precisely analyze the surge behavior of
low-attenuation 1,000kV lines.

Development Background
The highest power transmission voltages, now
reaching 1,000kV, are used to transport electric
power long distances through overhead trans-
mission lines. Typical Japanese power lines are
configured as shown in Fig. 1. Transposition, a
rearrangement of the lines to balance the line
characteristics with respect to each phase, is
not applied at 1,000kV due to the difficulty of
insulation. Symmetrical components cannot be
used to analyze sequence separation in non-
transposed overhead lines due to the unbalanced
transmission line constants of the non-trans-
posed configuration. Since voltage and current
imbalances originating in the transmission lines
can cause generator and transformer overheat-
ing just as load imbalances do, solutions to
maintain balanced operating conditions must
be found. Studies are also essential because
imbalances in long-distance, high-capacity
1,000kV power lines will effect entire regional
power networks.

Analysis Tools for Unbalanced Lines
Most existing power network analysis programs
assume balanced line and balanced load condi-
tions. Although they can perform transient sta-
bility calculations and short-circuit current
analysis for unbalanced fault conditions, they
do not deal with unbalanced networks.

The Electromagnetic Transient Program
(EMTP) has been used to analyze ongoing volt-
age and current imbalances originating in un-
balanced lines, but this approach suffers several
problems. First, one must set the internal volt-
age of the generator (i.e., absolute voltage and
voltage phase angle) using other programs. Sec-

Fig. 1 Towers and disposition of lines.

a) Double-circuit tower b) Single-circuit tower

Line No. 1

Ground wire

Upper phase

Lower phase

Fig. 2 Transposition and matrix of coefficients.
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ond, it is not possible to take account of the
generator’s negative sequence impedance,
which makes it difficult to accurately calcu-
late the generator’s negative sequence current.
Third, massive data input and output process-
ing is required, which makes the program un-
suitable for analyzing large networks.

We therefore developed a method for analyz-
ing unbalanced voltages and currents arising in
networks containing unbalanced transmission
lines, loads and compensation devices. The
method employs phase components, which are
more general than symmetrical components,
and unlike EMTP, which requires voltage and
current source explicitly, the power equations
for three phases are solved using the Newton-
Raphson Method.

The program is capable of performing calcu-
lations for nearly the entire main grid of the
Tokyo Electric Power Company. Verification
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testing was conducted on a model consisting of
500kV and 275kV networks including 191 buses
and 109 lines. Based on this program, we have
developed an additional program for analyzing
fault currents generated by the many possible
fault scenarios on complicated networks.

Results
The program for power flow calculations under
unbalanced voltage and current conditions has
already been applied to the investigation of a
number of problems (e.g., analysis of negative
sequence currents in generators and transmis-
sion lines, analysis of network voltage imbal-
ances caused by the unbalanced loads of electric
trains, and analysis of the behavior of new power
line configurations and transpositions). Estab-
lishing a database of detailed physical informa-
tion on the lines for analytical purposes has had
the additional benefit of making network elec-
trical characteristics data available. The authors
plan to explore further applications in the de-
sign of 1,000kV transmission line relays, cal-
culation of illogical harmonic current
components and design of equipment to com-
pensate for transmission line imbalances.

Transient Recovery Voltage Analysis
Transient recovery voltage (TRV) is a type of
surge that occurs between opening circuit-
breaker contacts.

CONSIDERATIONS IN 1,000KV LINES. 1,000kV
transmission lines are long with little loss, and
the system’s resonant frequency is low. As a
result, fault-induced transients attenuate
slowly, and remain superimposed on the lines
well after the fault current has been cleared and
normal operation resumed. These transients
also present a danger of propagating into 500kV
networks.

We used the methodology presented above to
analyze these phenomena and design counter-
measures. We modeled a system consisting of a
1,000kV network with five substations and a
500kV network with about 30 substations, and
analyzed TRVs in the 1,000kV network. Fig. 3
shows a diagram of the 1,000kV network. We
used the J. Marti EMTP model for the 1,000kV
lines, but the large amount of input data for the
500kV network required that we simplify it to
two lines expressed as a three-phase distributed-
parameter line model.

In previous analyses, the state at the time the
fault occurs is taken as the initial state for cal-
culating the voltage that occurs across the cir-
cuit breaker contacts as they open. However,

due to the low attenuation of fault-induced har-
monic components in 1,000kV systems, the pre-
fault state is taken as the initial state, and the
fault and fault recovery are simulated. The
1,000kV circuit breakers employ a resistive
breaking method, with the resistor contacts
opening 20ms after the main contacts open at
the current zero point.

Our model incorporated not only the resis-
tive loss of the lines but also the core loss and
copper wire loss of the transformers, as well as
fault-point arc losses. Load effects were also
studied

ANALYSIS RESULTS. We performed a TRV analy-
sis on a 1,000kV system at each stage of con-
struction with respect to substation faults and
transmission line faults. Due to the low trans-
mission line resistance, the high-frequency
currents induced by fault transients attenuate
only slowly. These high-frequency components
remain superimposed on the line after fault re-
covery, causing di/dt, the rate-of-change in the
current, to grow large. The frequency of the
high-frequency current is determined by the
transmission line length—350Hz in the case of
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b) Two substation
configuration
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Fig. 3 1,000kV power system model.

Fig. 4 A fault current waveform and its Fourier
analysis.
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a 210km transmission line. Considering the
losses at this frequency in the 1,000kV lines,
500kV lines and transformers, the di/dt when
a fault is cleared converts to an rms value of
less than 50kA, which is low enough to present
no problems.

STUDIES ON HIGH-FREQUENCY CURRENTS. The
fault-current described above consists of sev-
eral high-frequency current components. We
studied the frequency response of the network
and analyzed the frequency of the high-fre-
quency currents.

We used the EMTP frequency scan command
to determine the frequency characteristics of a
two-substation 1,000kV network, and deter-
mined that two resonance points exist at 350
and 700Hz. We then analyzed the fault current

with the EMTP Fourier on command and dis-
covered that the largest components were at
300 and 400Hz—six and eight times the funda-
mental frequency. We studied the influence of
the superimposed high-frequency components
using the current injection method, which con-
nects a current source at the fault point and
then superimposes several high-frequency cur-
rent sources and injects them onto the line. Fig.
6 shows that the results are relatively accurate.
Future studies are needed to examine a wider
range of harmonic frequencies.

In conclusion, our 1,000kV TRV analysis was
conducted in greater detail and with modeling
on a greater scale than previously implemented.
The results facilitated the design of circuit
breakers.

Interrupter Surge Analysis
Analysis of the interrupter surge in 500kV gas-
insulated switchgear yielded a peak overvolt-
age of 2.8 per unit (pu) in contrast to a measured
value of 2.7pu. In 1,000kV systems, a lightning
impulse withstand voltage (LIWV) of 2,250kV,
approximately 2.5pu, has been adopted, and
surge voltages must be held within this limit.
Interrupter surges are numerous, occurring ev-
ery time that an interrupter opens or closes.
Use of a resistive disconnect scheme keeps tran-
sients far below 2.5pu.

We analyzed the worst-case interrupter
reclosing arc in a substation consisting of four
circuits and four banks, assuming a 2.0pu volt-
age between the contacts. We modeled the sys-
tem using a single-phase distributed-parameter
line model, varying the bus connections and
choice of interrupter at which the reclosing arc

Fig. 6 Results of current injection simulation.

Note:  All 500kV generating sources
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Fig. 7 Substation configuration.

Fig. 8 Peak overvoltage ratio for various values
of parallel switch resistors.
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occurred. The value of the surge-suppression
resistor was varied during the simulation from
the reclosing arc resistance of 2Ω to a maxi-
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Without taking special steps, the transient
voltage caused by a reclosing arc at the bus in-
terrupter reaches 2.49pu, with a surge frequency
upwards of 2MHz. Fig. 8 shows the dramatic
increase in the surge voltage suppression that
occurs as the resistance of the parallel switch-
ing resistor increases. Fig. 9 shows the voltage
waveform for a typical resistance value. In the
final design, we selected a 500Ω resistance,
which holds the peak transient voltage to ap-
proximately 1.1pu.

Simulation technology has played a vital role
in the design of 1,000kV power systems. The
technology has been developed over 20 years of
experience and extensive knowledge of 500kV
power systems, and promises to help simplify
the daunting task of designing, manufacturing
and testing large-scale power network equip-
ment. ❑
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A Monitoring System for
1,000kV Gas-Insulated
Switchgear
Mitsubishi Electric has delivered a
gas-insulated switchgear monitoring
system for use in qualification testing
of 1,000kV substation equipment at
the UHV testing yard of Shin-Haruna
Substation, Tokyo Electric Power
Company (TEPCO). Testing has
been underway since 1995.

Fig. 1 shows the system configura-
tion. The monitoring panel receives
data from sensors, which it pro-
cesses and analyzes to determine
the equipment status. This informa-
tion is sent out over a 1:N optical
HDLC LAN to an on-site control room,
where it is logged and displayed. The
data stream can also be routed
through the video conferencing sys-
tem of the TEPCO administrative
offices to the Mitsubishi Electric fac-
tory. Mitsubishi Electric can also set
up a personal computer and modem
in the monitoring panel cubicle to
send proprietary instrumentation data
to the factory over a telephone line.

The system monitors the following
items.

PARTIAL DISCHARGE. An internal antenna
detects partial discharges. Factory
testing demonstrated a maximum
detection sensitivity of 0.5pc.

INTERNAL FAULT LOCATOR. This function is
realized using gas pressure sensors,
and is capable of detecting pressure

increases of 100 pascals.

LIGHTNING ARRESTOR LEAKAGE CURRENT. A
current transformer installed on the
lighting arrestor ground circuit de-
tects leakage current. The total value
of the leak current components at the
fundamental frequency and phase
angle ∆ are used to determine the
resistive leakage current.

TRAVEL CHARACTERISTICS. A control cur-
rent sensor, which monitors the con-
trol current run time of the control
circuit, a travel sensor that directly
measures movement of the operating
mechanism and auxiliary contacts
are used to monitor travel character-
istics. Combined operation of the
high-speed ground switch and gas
circuit breaker can also be moni-
tored.

locate internal faults.
The equipment also monitors con-

tact wear and lightning arrestor dis-
charge current.

The single-panel monitoring unit is
capable of monitoring a three-phase
gas-insulated switchgear unit. The
naturally-cooled cubicle has a pro-
tective sun shade and an internal
dehumidifier. Fig. 2 shows the de-
tailed equipment configuration. A
CRT monitor enables visual monitor-
ing of the instrumentation data and
sensor operation status, and screens
can be printed on demand. Data can
be uploaded to a remote location via
1:N optical HDLC LAN or via modem
over telephone lines. The data re-
ceived from this equipment will be
analyzed and used to design future
gas-insulated switchgear and related
monitoring equipment. ❑

HYDRAULIC PUMP

OPERATING CHARACTER-
ISTICS. The operating
times and operating
duty of the electro-
magnetic relay that
powers the hydrau-
lic pumps are moni-
tored. This does not
include pump op-
eration associated
with manually initi-
ated equipment
operation.

SF6 GAS PRESSURE AND

DENSITY. Sensors
monitor gas pres-
sure and density to
identify leaks and to
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A Monitoring System for 1,000kV Transformers
extracted from the transformer oil
and the concentrations of six gases
(CO, H2, CH4, C2H2, C2H4 and C2H6)
are measured as well as the total
combustible gas content. These data
are used to provide early warning of
local heating, discharge and other
abnormalities.

PARTIAL DISCHARGE. A high-frequency
current transformer detects partial
discharge and acoustic emission
(AE) sensors mounted on the wall of
the transformer tank detect the asso-
ciated ultrasonic vibrations. The time
delay between the discharge detec-
tion (by the current transformer) and
ultrasonic detection makes it possible
to detect whether the discharge is
inside or outside the transformer, and
if inside, whether or not it occurred in
the transformer tank.

OIL TEMPERATURE. Resistance thermo-
meter bulbs (Pt 100Ω) check the
temperatures of the main transformer
oil, the load voltage regulator oil and
the ambient temperature, and the

detected values are compared
against specified ranges.

OIL LEVEL MONITORING. Potentiometers
on the shaft of conservator-type oil
gauges monitor the oil level in the
main transformer and load voltage
regulator tank. The measured oil
levels can be compared against the
oil levels predicted on the basis of oil
temperature.

ON-LOAD TAP CHANGER OPERATING

CHARACTERISTICS. The drive shaft torque
during tap changing is measured by
a rotary-transformer-type torque
sensor. A current sensor measures
the current of the motor drive mecha-
nism. Torque and current waveforms
are monitored and compared against
standard values for each of the six
operating modes corresponding to
the combination of tap changing
command signals and tap positions
to verify correct tap changer opera-
tion and to resolve the cause of any
malfunction that may arise. ❑

Mitsubishi Electric has delivered a
transformer monitoring system for
use in verification of 1,000kV trans-
former equipment at the Shin-Haruna
UHV Equipment Test Station of Tokyo
Electric Power Company. The system
consists of sensors and monitoring
equipment that analyze the sensor
data and provide early warning of
abnormal operation.

The monitoring equipment consists
of processors for each of the sensor
outputs, a control and arithmetic
processing unit, an operating panel
and an optical-fiber transmitter (Fig.
1). The monitoring equipment can
store instrumentation and diagnostic
data for up to three months, with
display or hardcopy output on de-
mand. The data can be sent to a
host computer by the optical-fiber
transmitter using the HDLC-NRM
protocol, or to the factory by tele-
phone line.

The system monitors the following
items.

DISSOLVED GASES. Dissolved gases are
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Fig. 1 System block diagram.
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Hong Kong Mitsubishi Electric (H.K.) Ltd. 41st Floor, Manulife Tower, 169 Electric Road, North Point 510-0555
Ryoden Holdings Ltd. 10th Floor, Manulife Tower, 169 Electric Road, North Point 887-8870
Ryoden Merchandising Co., Ltd. 32nd Floor, Manulife Tower, 169 Electric Road, North Point 510-0777

Korea KEFICO Corporation 410, Dangjung-Dong, K unpo, Kyunggi-Do 343-51-1403

Taiwan MELCO Taiwan Co., Ltd. 2nd Floor, Chung-Ling Bldg., No. 363, Sec. 2, Fu-Hsing S. Road, Taipei 2-733-2383
Shihlin Electric & Engineering Corp. No. 75, Sec. 6, Chung Shan N. Rd., Taipei 2-834-2662
China Ryoden Co., Ltd. Chung-Ling Bldg., No. 363, Sec. 2, Fu-Hsing S. Road, Taipei 2-733-3424

Singapore Mitsubishi Electric Singapore Pte. Ltd. 152 Beach Road #11-06/08, Gateway East, Singapore 189721 295-5055
Mitsubishi Electric Sales Singapore Pte. Ltd. 307 Alexandra Road #05-01/02, Mitsubishi Electric Building, Singapore 159943 473-2308
Mitsubishi Electronics Manufacturing Singapore Pte. Ltd. 3000, Marsiling Road, Singapore 739108 269-9711
Mitsubishi Electric Asia Coordination Center 307 Alexandra Road #02-02, Mitsubishi Electric Building, Singapore 159943 479-9100

Malaysia Mitsubishi Electric (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. Plo 32, Kawasan Perindustrian Senai, 81400 Senai, Johor 7-5996060
Antah MELCO Sales & Services Sdn. Bhd. 3 Jalan 13/1, 46860 Petaling Jaya, Selangor, P.O. Box 1036 3-756-8322
Ryoden (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd. 2nd Fl., Wisma Yan, Nos. 17 & 19, Jalan Selangor, 46050 Petaling Jaya 3-755-3277

Thailand Kang Yong W atana Co., Ltd. 15th Floor, Vanit Bldg., 1126/1, New Petchburi Road, Phayathai, Bangkok 10400 2-255-8550
Kang Yong Electric Co., Ltd. 67 Moo 11, Bangna-Trad Highway, Km. 20 Bang Plee, Samutprakarn 10540 2-312-8151
MELCO Manufacturing (Thailand) Co., Ltd. 86 Moo 4, Km. 23 Bangna-Trad, Bangplee, Semudparkarn 10540 2-312-8350~3
Mitsubishi Elevator Asia Co., Ltd. Bangpakong Industrial Estate, 700/86~92, Moo 6 Tambon Don Hua Roh, 38-213-170

Muang District Chonburi 20000
Mitsubishi Electric Asia Coordination Center 17th Floor, Bangna Tower, 2/3 Moo 14, Bangna-Trad Highway 6.5 Km, 2-312-0155~7
(Thailand) Bangkawe, Bang Plee, Samutprakarn 10540

Philippines International Elevator & Equipment, Inc. Km. 23 West Service Road, South Superhighway, Cupang, Muntinlupa, 2-842-3161~5
Metro Manila

Australia Mitsubishi Electric Australia Pty. Ltd. 348 Victoria Road, Postal Bag No. 2, Rydalmere, N.S.W. 2116 2-684-7200

New Zealand MELCO Sales (N.Z.) Ltd. 1 Parliament St., Lower Hutt, P.O. Box 30-772 Wellington 4-569-7350

Representatives

China Mitsubishi Electric Corp. Beijing Office SCITE Tower, Rm. 1609, Jianguo Menwai, Dajie 22, Beijing 1-512-3222
Mitsubishi Electric Corp. Shanghai Office Room No. 1506-8, Shanghai Union Building 100, Yanan-East Street, Shanghai 21-320-2010

Korea Mitsubishi Electric Corp. Seoul Office Daehan Kyoyuk Insurance Bldg., Room No. 1204 #1, Chongno 1-ka, 2-732-1531~2
Chongno-ku, Seoul

Viet Nam Mitsubishi Electric Corp. Ho Chi Minh City Office 8 B2, Han Nam Officetel 65, Nguyen Du St., 1st District, Ho Chi Minh City 8-243-984

MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC OVERSEAS NETWORK (Abridged)



MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORPORATION
HEAD OFFICE: MITSUBISHI DENKI BLDG., MARUNOUCHI, TOKYO 100-8310, FAX 03-3218-3455


